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in a study of the graphs of chemical structures [1,2], it became of 

interest to ascertain the Hamilton circuits (a closed circuit of edges 

through all the vertices) of trivalent graphs, and especially of the con- 

vex polyhedra. Tait [3] had conjectured that these polyhedra always had 

Hamilton circuits - for brevity we will now say "had polygons". However, 

Tutte [4] has demonstrated a counter-example with 46 vertices. Between 

about 12 or 14 vertices and 46, the territory has hardly been explored. 
- -.--- _ _ _ ._ 

Grace [5] has recently presented a--computer tabulation of the poly- 

hcdrn through 18 vertices, affording a convenient opportunity to scan them 

for polygons, which were found in every instance. As Grace has noted, his 

criterion for isomorphism: "equisurroundedness" of the sets of.faces is ,,: 
I 

not strictly sufficient and his list may still be incomplete. As the iso- 

morphism of polygons is fairly readily computed, this approach may be useful 

in further extensions of such studies. 

The work demonstrating polygonality is curtailed by the reducibility 

of any triangular face: A circuit through a triangle is equivalent to that 

through a node: 



1’ That is to say, to describe a polygonal circuit a triangular face can be 

shrunk down to a node. Hence, if an (n + 2)-hedron is polygonal, some 

(n)-hedron will be likewise. In effect, by induction, if all n-hedra are 

polygonal, so will be all (n i- 2)-hedra with triangular faces, and we need 

only examine those without. Table 1 shows that only 57 forms need to be. 

studied. 

Grace displayed the polyhedra as face-incidence lists, A computer 

program (in Stanford University Balgol, run on an IBM 7090), translated 

these into vertex-incidence lists. Each vertex being identified as a face- 

triple, those vertices are joined which share two faces. The vertex- 

incidence list was then processed by a binary chained search of alternative 

paths; hence the search is always < C 2" , in contrast to the n! scope of 
-+---_._ -- -. . ,__ _ 

some permutation problems. 

Table 2 displays a polygon for each of the 57 polyhedra. The other 

polyhedra of order 518 , and some of higher order can be developed from 

these by expanding nodes into triangles, a process that can be iterated. 

The polygons lend themselves.to a compact code from'which the graph 

of a polyhedron is quickly constructed. Draw a polygon with vertices marked 

l(l)n. Each successive character of the code denotes the span of a chord 

drawn from the next vacant vertex. Thus the prism would be BCB . There 

will be n/2 characters (to be sure, the last one ,is redundant, being fixed 

by its predecessors). The letters A,B,C.... stand for spans of 1,2,3.... 

vL::r~fcas. A and B do not appear'in our list; A would connote a self-looped 

Cd.>< ;n(j B 
i, a triangular face. 

(3nly OCG of the sometimes many forms of the polygon is shown. This is 
“, -. 

zr~!y Ciic first one discovered by the computer search. The examples through 

il 7”’ a:'~:, howcvcr, in canonical form according to 121. a- 



Table 1 ' 

COUXT OF TRIVALENT CONVEX POLYHEDRA 

Vertices 
~. . . 

12 

14 

1G 

18 

Faces Count count 
f total:5{ no triangles present 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 233 1% T- 

11 

1 . 0 

1 0 

2 1 

50 5 

1249 35 



Table 2 

LISTING OF HAMILTON CIRCUITS 

. . (Included are convex trivalent polyhedra with n 2 18 vertices. 
, 

Only polyhedra with no triangular face are listed. See text 

i.r 
-i 

for code. Each character group stands for one polyhedron.) 
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LAR) POLYHEDRA WITH 8 VERTICES 

/ 

2 DGFAHCSE 

TRIVALENT (.NONTRIANGULAR) POLYHEDRA WITH lo VERTICES 

5 EfHGAJDCBF 

TRIVALENT (NONTRIANGULAR) POLYHEDRA WITH 12 VERTICES 

, 

1; 
FKJIHALEDCBG 
IHFLKCJBAGED 

TRIVALENT (NONTRIANGULAR) POLYHEDRA WITH 14 VERTICES 

6 ‘ EMJIANLKDCHCBF 
7 HMGLK I CAFNEDBJ’ -- 
8 ELJIANMKDCHGGF ’ 

15 GMLKJIANFEDCBH 
46 LKHGNIDCFMBAJE 

TRIVALENT (NONTRIANGULAR) P 

42 EOMKAPJNLGDICHBF- 
44 ~ EOMKAJPNLFDICHBG. 
52 HOMGLJDAPFNECKB?. 
54 FONIHAKEDI~GPJCBL’ 
60 EOKJAPNMLDCIHGBF 
61 ENKJAPO,MLDCIHBGF / 
62 FOLKHAPENMDCJIBG 
70 LOGKJICNFEDAPHBM‘~ 
88 NMI?HKJECGFOBALD- .J 

112 HONMLKJAPGFEDCBE J1”“l 
43 . - - _ _ _ ^ , ., .A” 
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TRIVALENT (NONTRIANGULAR) POLYHEDRA %ITH lb VERTICES 
f  

0 
c 

186 
195 
i96 
198 
233 
326 
328 
329 
347 
348 
350 
353 
354 
356 
362 
376 
392 
393 
401 
418 

. - 419 - 

FQOIHAKEDNGRPJCMBL 
NMGQJICLFEPHBARKDO 
FQLJHAREODNCPKI>!BG 
NLJQIPMKECHBGARFDO 
EQIGAMDLCPOHFRKJBN 
POLJRII~I’DSCGQBANE 4, 
EQOHARKDN1’iGPJICLBF 
EQSHARODNKCPJIGLSF 
EQKJARONMDCPIHGL3F 
EQvLARPKONHDCJIGSF 
EQJ I AN?tLDC?SGFRKBO 
tr,LJR IQPOECNBAKHGFD 
ELJHAQ?DOCNSRKIGFM 
MLFQHCKEPNGBAJRIDO 
GQNMLIARFPCEDCKJBH 
LKIHRQODCNBAPJCMF” 

-if- IQPkiHLJEAGNFDKRCBO -y 
ONMKRJQPLFDICBAHGE \ 
IQPNHMJEAGROFDLCSX 
FQNMLARKPOHEDCJIBG \\ 

FQMLKARPONEDCJ I I-iBG .--- -- -‘\, 

426 
427 
428 
429 
477 
493 
505 
508 
509 
625 
626 
887 
994 

EQLKARPONNDCJIHGBF . \ 
EPLKARQONXDCJIHBGF \ 

FCMLHAREPONDCKJISG \ 
EQJIANLKDCHGPFRMBO 

. , , 

MQGKJICPFEDOARLHBN. \ 
MQPHLKJDNGFEAIRCZO ‘\ 

i 
POLGRIDKFMHCJQBANE i 
LPGKJICOFEDARQHBNM / 
?OKRJIMLFECHGQBAND I 
POFRKCJ~~LGEIH32AND 
POLRJIXKFEHCGQBAND 

/ 

IQPONMLKARtiGFEDCBJ 
ON1 FHDKECRGQPBANLJ 
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